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This Week in the Annex:
 March 09, 2022

Heritage at the Forefront
These past months, our heritage consultants, ASI, have been hard at work
behind the scenes preparing the draft report of their findings for the West Annex
Heritage Project. They’ve canvassed and photographed the Annex property by
property, they’ve rummaged (when possible!) in the Toronto Archives, they’ve
held focus groups and researched books, pamphlets, and papers as they’ve
worked to develop a comprehensive picture of our neighbourhood from its very
beginnings to the present.

A Call for Participants

Now, in a final push, we are asking Annexonians to register for one of the last
two focus groups programmed for the project. The first is on Tuesday March 22
at noon, with the second option on Thursday March 24 at 7:00 pm.  This is your
opportunity to hear what our consultants have learned since our first focus
groups last Fall. They will give a brief overview of the heritage survey and
findings, summarize the draft Historical Context Statement and key themes of
the study area, and provide examples of properties that illustrate different
themes and typologies.

The groups will also offer a chance for you to augment your thoughts on your
favourite buildings in the Annex. Just to kick start your thinking, we’ll begin with
heritage guru Sandra Shaul.

Walmer Road Baptist Church

As Sandra says, Walmer Road Baptist Church is a favourite place. “From an
historical perspective the church is important architecturally and for being the
largest Baptist church in Canada in its day. Its building was funded by the
wealthy Harris family of Massey Harris fame. However, what I most fondly
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remember about this church is its stunning acoustics. The sanctuary is a large
space, not Chartres perhaps, but still a place to throw back your head and sing
with gusto. I used to love hearing the choir practice as I walked by on my way to
purchase groceries on Saturday mornings. With good planning and adaptable
re-use of this building, it can come back to life.”

Fire Station No 23

Sandra also cites “our fire station on Howland and the Howland Court
Apartments across the street. These both are Annex treasures. The fire station is
a classic design, but it always feels like such a surprise to find it mid-block on the
residential street rather than on Dupont, a main thoroughfare. I’ve walked
through the Howland Court courtyard, which really feels like it belongs to
another era. If you isolate this short strip of Howland in your mind, together the
fire station and apartment building feel like a movie set.”
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Favourite Homes

You’ll notice that Sandra has studiously avoided singling out specific homes in
the Annex: She has too many personal favourites.  After all, ours is a unique
collection of architectural gems ranging from the earliest Annex mansions like
the York Club to Uno Prii’s apartment fantasies to confidently modern turns like
the new build at 10 Admiral.  There’s so much to appreciate and enjoy and value
here in the ‘hood. So now’s your turn. Please. Tell us. What particular building or
buildings do you most treasure? Do let us know at info@theara.org.

 

Notes and Queries
In Support of the Ukraine

mailto:info@theara.org
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Lynne Dalgleish’s message board has attracted a host of signatures and
messages of peace since she erected it last week. And now it seems our own
Adrienne Clarkson has lent her voice to the cause, having returned to President
Putin the Russian Order of Friendship she was awarded in 2006. The news of her
gesture was reported by the CBC (click here to read the report) and has now
reached international notice.

The full horror of the situation in the Ukraine is profoundly personal for
Adrienne, especially the images of women desperately seeking safety for their
children. She herself came to Canada with her mother and brother as refugees
when she was not yet three years old, after a traumatic flight from enemy
soldiers, seeking shelter in basements of bombed-out buildings, living in terror
for their lives. As Adrienne says, “I couldn’t NOT do something. The award had
great meaning. But I couldn’t keep it in the face of Putin’s horrific actions.” 

 

Trackman Again?

It was a tweet and image from the West Annex News that alerted us to yet more
senseless destruction of greenery at St. Alban’s Square. When we went to
investigate Tuesday morning, the sapling had been cleared away, only the stump
remaining. Clearly this is a time for all eyes on the park and a unified
neighbourhood stance. If you see signs of a similar attack, please send the news
immediately to info@theara.org and any other community media channels to
which you subscribe. And if you see an attack in progress, please also
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immediately call 911. (See our February 16th and February 23rd newsletters for
background.)

Photo: West Annex News Twitter Account

 

Asleep at the Switch?

Oops – a couple of typos slipped by us in last week’s newsletter. Despite the
gigantic “321” clearly visible on the façade of the Davenport building under
demolition, we gave that property an incorrect address. (Frustrating, isn’t it, that
we won’t tell you the street number we did mistakenly reference?)

Then there was the goof with the name of Horn on the Cob who contributed so
incredibly to our Annex community spirit back in the summer of 2020. Founder
Adam Seelig was kind enough not to point out our typo. Instead, he wrote to
say, “We’re honoured that you included us!  The band, btw, was born
spontaneously on March 21, 2020 and played a new song nightly for over 100
consecutive nights — the July photo is from our 100th!” We’re proud to feature
it on our website home page.
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KESKUS Construction

It’s been a long wait for construction to begin at the Madison Avenue site of the
new Estonian Centre that we first announced in last August 4th’s ARA newsletter.
But according to the most recent mailing from KESKUS, that wait is finally over.
In the image below you’ll see vehicles from the advance team – electrical
contractors who are tasked with making the site safe before selective demolition
can begin. Plans are for both manual and machine demolition for the next five
weeks in preparation for the upcoming deep foundation effort. You can read
more here. 

 

Keep in Mind . . .
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As well as registering for the West Annex Heritage focus groups on March 22
and March 24, registration is also now open for the Annual General Meeting set
for Thursday April 21st. Hoping to see many of you there with us on Zoom.

 

 

 

The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength

depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.

This email was sent to gillianbartlettara@gmail.com. To stop receiving emails, click here to
unsubscribe.
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